
2 SYNTAX: PARTICLE VS ADVERB DISTINCTION REVISITED 
 
Discourse and connective markers do not take argument or predicate positions. This feature 
holds cross-linguistically at least in languages with a noun-verb distinction. For languages with 
adjectives one has to add a condition that discourse and connective markers cannot be used as 
nominal modifiers. These two features make up a distinction of ‘discourse & connective 
particles’, on the one side, and such content word classes as nouns, verbs and adjectives, on the 
other side. The distinction of particles vs adverbs is more subtle on two reasons. For the first, a 
considerable number of world’s languages lack adverbs (Haspelmath 2001). For the second, in 
languages with adverbs discourse and connective markers originate from adverbs, but not vice 
versa. In these cases a shift in lexical meaning goes hand by hand with change of syntactic 
position. For instance, Danish epistemic operator sikkert2 ‘for sure’ originates from Danish 
manner adverb sikkert1 ‘with confidence’. The latter takes a position in the VP, after infinite 
verbal forms: with a preposed subject in SpecIP, it gives the order S Vfin [VP Vinf Adv], cf. (5a).  
The operator takes a slot for Negation/Sentential Adverbs and is placed between the finite and 
infinite verbal forms: with a preposed subject it gives the order S Vfin Adv [VP …Vinf], cf. (5b). In 
addition, the change of status from adverb to particle brings about a change in phrasal 
accentuation: combined with particle sikkert2 the modal verb kan in (5b) takes over the main 
phrasal accent, which is not the case in (5a). 
 
(Table 1) Adverb sikkert and homonymic particle sikkert in Danish 
 Adverb Particle 
Constituent order S Vfin [VP Vinf Adv] S Vfin Adv [VP …Vinf] 
Lexical meaning ‘with confidence’ ‘for sure’, ‘surely’  
Illustration (5a) Han kan køre 'sikkert. 

‘He can drive with 
confidence’. 

(5b) Han ''kan sikkert køre. 
‘He surely CAN drive’. 

 
Syntactic and accent markers proving for a change of status from Danish adverb sikkert1  to 
particle sikkert2 are language-specific  — cf. surveys of Danish discourse particles in (Davidsen-
Nielsen 1996) and (Jensen 2000) — but they apparently mark general mechanisms deriving 
discourse particles from content words. Danish also has an epistemic operator nok2 ‘likely’, 
‘most probably’ which takes the slot for Negation/Sentential Adverbs, cf. (6b). It originates from 
a degree adverb nok1 ‘enough’ which takes a postposition to adjectives, cf. (6a). Strictly 
speaking, the pair (6a) vs (6b) does not instantiate a contrast of postpositive and prepositive 
modifiers, since the operator nok2 does not belong to AdjP syntactically, but the surface position 
of nok respective to the neighbor adjective head is nevertheless diagnostic for recognizing its 
lexical and syntactic status: 
 
(6a)  Han er          klog            nok.  
        He  be-Pres.  Clever-Adj. ENOUGH          
        ‘He is clever enough’.     
 
(6b)  Han er                 nok         klog. 
        He  be-Pres.         LIKELY clever   
        ‘He is most probably clever’. 
      

A general feature of discourse particles opposing them to adverbs is the inability of the 
former to project in syntax and take modifiers. Particles originating from adverbs notably lose 
the ability to project. One may ask whether Danish nok1 ‘enough’ could be classified as a particle 
too, i.e. as a lexical item of the same level as epistemic operator nok2. Such a qualification would 
be misleading, since nok1 ‘enough’, just as its English and German equivalents enough, genug, is 



used in the same lexical meaning both as a degree adverb and as main predicate. In the latter case 
it can be modified by other adverbs, i.e. apparently heads  some projection. Cf. Da. Det er 
[ganske [nok]] ‘It is completely enough’, Ger. Es ist [ganz [genug]]. On the contrary, epistemic 
operators as Da. nok2.’likely’ are unable to project and lack modifiers: clusters of particles taking 
a contact position to each other, cf. Da. vel nok, måske nok, etc. are not a counterexample, since 
particles in a cluster are not involved in a head-complement relation.    

The inability of ‘secondary’ discourse operators to project and change in constituent 
order indicate that the grammaticalization process adverb > particle is completed and the source 
adverb (if it is preserved) and the resulting particle have different distribution. Sometimes it is 
also necessary to check prosody in pairs source adverb: discourse particle. For instance, modern 
Russian has a manner adverb просто1 ‘easily’, ‘with ease’. It is always accented and may be 
either narrow focus or contrastive topic, getting the corresponding accent markings1. There is 
also an epistemic (concessive) operator просто2 ‘simply’, ‘just’: it is always deaccented and 
may scramble. As predicted above, the manner adverb просто1 projects and takes a modifier 
очень ‘very’ — cf. Oн решил задачу [очень [просто]] ‘He solved the problem with great 
ease’, lit. ‘He solved the problem very easily’, while the concessive operator просто2 ‘simply’ 
cannot — cf. Это просто Вася ‘This is simply Bazil’, but not *Это очень просто Вася lit. 
‘This is very simply Bazil’. 
  Fixed communicative status restricts the distribution of просто1 compared with other 
manner adverbs. Most Russian manner adverbs are scramblable: if they are not focused, they 
intervene between the subject and verb. Otherwise they are right-dislocated when focused: S 
Adv V (?Adv) O [FocusP Adv]. Since просто1 ‘easily’ is a focus/contrast word, non-initial 
просто1 must stand in the FocusP and the only available order for it is S *просто1V *просто1 
O [FocusP просто1]. As a result, просто1 and просто2 make up a complementary distribution in 
Modern Russian. This conclusion is fairly predictable, but one cannot establish that просто1 and 
просто2 are homonymic items without considering their accentual markings in an oral text. To 
make the thing more complicated, in addition to просто2 Russian makes use of a non-
homonymic concessive operator просто-напросто ‘just’, ‘to tell the truth’: it is derived from 
просто1 ‘easily’ through root reduplication and use of the applicative morpheme на- ‘on’. Like 
просто2, просто-напросто has lexical stress, but cannot take tonal accents specific of Russian 
foci and topics. These results are summarized in fig. 2: following a transcription proposed in 
(Zimmerling 2008c) I am tagging focal elements with a prefixed tag ‘’ (reads: ‘falling accent 
with a normal/early timing,  HL*L-) and deaccented elements with ‘˳X’ (reads: ‘no 
phonemically relevant pitch accent, level tone on X’). Note that the tag ‘˳ X’ marks an absence of 
phrasal accent: whether X has or lacks lexical stress is not relevant. 

 
(Table 2) Russian adverb просто1 ‘easily’ and concessive particles derived from it 
 Adverb просто1 Consessive particles 
Focus position(s) Он решил задачу  просто1. 

‘He solved the problem with 
ease’; 
*Он просто1 решил задачу. 

*Он решил задачу ˳просто2. 
Int. ‘He simply solved the problem’. 
*Он решил задачу ˳просто-
напростo. 
Int. ‘He just solved the problem’. 

Non-focal & non 
contrastive 
positions 

*Он ˳просто1 решил ˳просто1 
задачу. 
Int. ‘He solved the problem with 

Он ˳просто2 не решил задачу. 
‘He simply did not solve the problem’ 

                                                 
1 A simplistic view on Russian phrasal accentuation is that focus in declarative sentences is marked with a falling 
contour HL*L. i.e. a falling pitch accent with normal/early timing, symbolic representation ‘’, IP 1 according to 
Russian phonetic tradition. The topics of declarative sentences are marked with a rising contour LH*L. i.e. a rising 
pitch accent with early timing, symbolic representation ‘’, IP 3 according to Russian phonetic tradition. For more 
details on the prosody-syntax interface in Russian see Yanko (2001: 137-220), (2008: 26-60) and Zimmerling 
(2008c). 



ease’. 
Ability to project Он решил задачу [очень 

[просто1]]. 
Lit. ‘He solved the problem very 
simply’. 
 

*Он [очень [˳просто2]] решил 
задачу. 
*Он [очень [˳просто-напросто]] 
решил задачу. 
Int. ‘He just solved the problem’. 
 

Predicative 
position 

Это [очень [просто1]]2. 
‘It is very simple’. 

*Это просто-напросто. 
Int. ‘It is simply so’. 
*Это [очень [просто-напросто]]. 
Int. ‘It is extremely simply’. 

Highlighting 
function 

-- Это[˳просто2 [Вася]]. 
‘It is just Bazil’. 
*Это [очень [˳просто2 [Вася]]. 
Int. ‘It is just Bazil, no doubt’. 

 
What is language-specific, here and which part of data presented above has relevance for UG? 
The rules of deaccenting and accent placemen, the correlation of accent marking in situ and overt 
movement and the conditions on adverb scrambling are specific for Modern Russian and should 
not be extrapolated to other languages. Nevertheless, I believe that Russian data bring a 
conclusive evidence for adding two criteria to a definition of particles in UG:  

(iii) Discourse particles do not change their communicative status. 
(iv) Discourse particles can serve as focus or topic markers, but they themselves are never 
marked as foci or topics.  

I assume that conditions (iii-iv) hold universally, though world’s languages do not always exhibit 
so favourable conditions to check them, as Modern Russian does: here discourse particles are 
systematically excluded from syntactic positions, where adverbs overtly marked as foci and 
topics may appear. 
 If one accepts criteria (iii-iv), the cluster of syntactic features assumed as diagnostic for 
particles in UG takes on the following shape: 

• Particles cannot take argument and predicate positions. 
• Particles cannot be used as nominal modifiers. 
• Particles do not project in syntax and cannot be modified by other elements. 
• Particles cannot be topical or focal and are excluded from positions where 

communicative status is assigned. 
This apparatus works in the class of languages with adverb : discourse operator distinction, with 
two caveats. From the one side, these criteria may license some items, as Russian negation нет 
or Darga negative verb ak:u that ought be better kept apart from the class of particles. From the 
other side, these criteria are harder to check on auxiliaries and completive markers. Finally, 
inability to project is not a feature exclusively associated with discourse markers — it is also 
diagnostic for pronominal and auxiliary clitics. The status of the latter in the parts-of-speech 
classification is  unclear, but it is obviously impossible to classify discourse markers and 
pronominal clitics with one and the same lexical category. Therefore, one has to look at semantic 
and derivational criteria: I’m briefly rendering them in the next two sections. 
 

                                                 
2 For the sake of simplicity I am glossing the non-agreeing predicate form in Это очень просто ‘It is very simple’ 
as an adverb, not an adjective, and skipping any discussion about the status of Russian predicative forms with an –o-
final, whether these forms are adjectives in UG, or not. Cf. (Zimmerling 1998) for detail. 


